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ABSTRACT: Alternatives to lead- and tin-based perovskites for photovoltaics and optoelectronics are sought that do not
suffer from the disadvantages of toxicity and low device efficiency of present-day materials. Here we report a study of the
double perovskite Cs2TeI6, which we have synthesized in thin film form for the first time. Exhaustive trials concluded that
spin coating CsI and TeI4 using an anti-solvent method produced uniform films, confirmed as Cs2TeI6 by XRD with Rietveld
analysis. They were stable up to 250°C, had an optical band gap of ~1.5 eV, absorption coefficients of ~6 x 104 cm-1, carrier
lifetimes of ~2.6 ns (unpassivated 200 nm film), a work function of 4.95 eV and had p-type surface conductivity. Vibrational
modes probed by Raman and FTIR spectroscopy showed resonances qualitatively consistent with DFT Phonopy-calculated
spectra, offering another route for phase confirmation. It was concluded that the material is a candidate for further study
as a potential optoelectronic or photovoltaic material.

INTRODUCTION
Following the first publication reporting a hybrid organic-inorganic perovskite solar cell in 2009, when a
CH3NH3PbI3 absorber layer resulted in a 3.5% efficiency,1
and breakthroughs delivering  10% efficient cells in 2012,23 the field has accelerated rapidly. In the last few years the
efficiency has been increased to over 25.2%,4 which is comparable to silicon photovoltaics. Unfortunately, these outstanding efficiencies can only be achieved with the use of
lead which has known toxicity issues, and the devices
demonstrate relatively poor stability in contact with moisture, UV light and elevated temperatures. 5-7 Niu et al.8
summarized the principal stability issues for lead-based
perovskites arising in device structures, during solution
processing and fundamentally in terms of the thermal stability of the crystal structure and the selection of their
chemical components. Although significant improvements
have been made moving away from the archetypical methylammonium cation, to formamidinium, 9-10 the move to
a completely inorganic compound could enable a further
transformational improvement in thermal stability. Overall, current challenges for the field lie in the improvement
of the stability of organic-inorganic lead halide perovskites

and debate remains concerning the environmental impact
of the lead content.
Perovskites have the formula ABX3, where A is an organic
or inorganic ion, B is a metal and X a halide ion. Many studies have explored substitutions on the A-site to form a
more stable phase, but these changes seem to be less influential on the optoelectronic properties than substituting
the halide. For example, Noh et al.11 have found that using
smaller halide ions, e.g., bromide rather than iodide, increases the stability for electrostatic reasons. However,
fewer studies have investigated substituting the B-site
metal ion alone to replace the lead.
Amongst the lead-free perovskites, the most promising
up to now are the tin-based iodide materials. The first
study with tin, to form a methylammonium tin iodide absorber (CH3NH3SnI3), was published by Noel et al.12 and reported efficiencies over 6%. However, stability issues under ambient conditions, much more extreme than those
for lead-iodide perovskites, exist. Specifically, the reduced
stability of the Sn2+ oxidation state relative to Pb2+ has the
capacity to introduce harmful deep levels into tin based
perovskites and their efficiencies have lagged significantly
behind those of lead-based devices, which are known to be
defect tolerant. In contrast to CH3NH3SnI3 and CsSnI3, the

double perovskite Cs2SnI6 with tin in a 4+ oxidation state
exhibits enhanced stability to air and moisture.13 C2SnI6 has
been shown to be a functional hole-conductor, when employed in dye-sensitized solar cells. 14 In addition, Cs2SnI6
has been reported with band gaps in the range 1.3-1.6 eV
making it potentially suitable for use as an absorber layer
in photovoltaics.13-15 The power conversion efficiency (PCE)
of Cs2SnI6 solar cells in a device with nanostructured ZnO
has been reported to be about 1% to date.16 Its crystal structure is related to the common ABX3 perovskite structure by
removing half of the B ions (Sn4+) resulting in a vacancyordered double perovskite. The A2BX6 structure has been
doped by impurity ions to tune the electronic and optical
properties,17 although no high-performance devices have
yet been reported.
While tin is of itself less toxic than lead, a full lifecycle
analysis indicates that other issues could arise from substitution of lead with tin. From an evaluation of the active
and partner layers and including mineral extraction, manufacture, service, materials costs and end of life issues it
was concluded that tin-based devices could, overall, contribute greater human and freshwater ecotoxicity than lead
ones.18 While that study was based on earlier device designs and performance values, it nevertheless highlights
the need for alternative to lead and tin.19
Here, we report tellurium as a potential replacement element for lead and tin on the B-site in perovskites for optoelectronic applications. Studies of tellurium are mainly
focused on tellurite (TeO32−), tellurate (TeO42−), organic
tellurides (Te2−),20 and the semiconducting material,
CdTe.21 The tetravalent Te4+ cation has the same number of
electrons as Sn2+ and the same valence electronic configuration as Pb2+. Also, Te4+, Sn2+, and Pb2+ have a similar electronegativities although the ionic radius of Te4+ is a slightly
smaller (97 pm) compared to Sn2+ (110 pm) and Pb2+ (119
pm).22 The magnitude of the ionic radius is an important
factor that determines the tolerance factor,23 and hence,
the formation of a stable perovskite structure. Since the
ionic radii are broadly comparable, it may be expected that
tellurium can substitute tin or lead in perovskites structures.
In stark contrast to the known high toxicity of lead, tellurium is only mildly toxic, and it is not reported to be carcinogenic.24 All of these features make tellurium a perfect
candidate for replacing lead. Nonetheless, one must emphasize that the toxic effect of this element must be related

to the chemical composition of the specific compound.
Hence although the available information is encouraging,
tellurium toxicity and its potential harmful effects do need
further investigation. Several theoretical papers have predicted that Cs2TeI6 is expected to have useful properties for
PV devices 17, 25 but there are no reports of experimental results on thin films, which is the subject of the present paper.
Cs2TeI6 has been synthesized previously by modification
of the solution method proposed by Lee et al. 13 for Cs2SnI6
and using a mixed solution of the two precursors. A second
solution of a heated TeI4 in ethanol and HI was added to
the first solution giving rise a black precipitate that was finally purified yielding Cs2TeI6. It was also synthesized by
Peresh et al.26 to study stability regions at different molar
ratios using thermal analysis. The melting temperature coincided with the stoichiometric compositions of the precursors.
Here, we propose a different synthetic procedure using
stoichiometric amounts of CsI and TeI4. When combined
with an anti-solvent treatment this creates extremely homogeneous, dense, and pinhole-free perovskite Cs2TeI6
thin films by increasing the nucleation density during spincoating. We report extensive characterization of the films’
structure, morphology, stability, work function, fluorescence lifetime and simulated and experimental IR and Raman spectra. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first
publication reporting a Cs2TeI6 thin film and its optoelectronic properties.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
One- and two-step spin coating Cs2TeI6 synthesis
and film formation. We made an exhaustive survey of the
parameters using a combined solution synthesis and spin
coating of Cs2TeI4 films directly from CsI and TeI4 in a single step i.e. with both precursors being present in the solution simultaneously. The variables investigated were: the
type of solvent (DMSO, DMF and DMSO/DMF mixture),
number of layers (1-4), the precursor weight fraction (14,
26, 30, 35, 47 and 53 wt%), the precursor molar ratio
CsI:TeI4 (2:1, 1:1, and 1:1.5), solution temperature (R.T and
50C), spin-coating conditions (static/dynamic, rpm, and
time), annealing temperatures (50-300C) and annealing
time (1 min-10 min).
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Figure 1. SEM images of Cs2TeI6 crystals on films formed by one-step spin coating using DMSO.

A total of over 50 experimental conditions were tested
and over 500 films were made. Figure S1 illustrates the experimental procedure for Cs2TeI6 film fabrication, and the
quality of the films using different solvents. The scanning
electron microscope (SEM) images of Cs2TeI6 films shown
in Figure 1 reveal that the films comprise large crystals (~5
μm) surrounded by smaller crystals (~1.4 μm), both having
the same triangular bipyramidal shape. The thickness of
the films was examined by atomic force microscopy (AFM)
and found to be ~235 nm although these one-step films
were discontinuous.
The main findings from the survey of one-step synthesis
and spin coating conditions were:
i.

DMSO gave the most uniform films.

ii.
The optimum number of spin cycles was two, as
this yielded ~500 nm crystalline films displaying clear optical bandgaps, making them suitable for PV devices.
iii.
The highest concentration in solution of the precursors trialed (53 wt%) yielded the highest quality films,
showing strong optical absorption compared to lower concentrations.
iv.
The 2:1 molar ratio between CsI and TeI4 was required to form Cs2TeI6.

sizes, an alternative ‘anti-solvent’ spin coating method was
investigated. Addition of an anti-solvent during spinning
reduces the solubility of the solute, forcing supersaturation
and increasing the density of nucleation sites.28-29
Here we investigated the action of dichloromethane, diethyl ether, chlorobenzene and toluene as anti-solvents.
The procedure was to spin coat using a solution of TeI4 and
CsI in DMSO as before, but to drip the anti-solvent (200
µl) into the center of the substrate at the same time, followed by annealing at 110C for 10 minutes. Of the anti-solvents tested, the best films were obtained using toluene.
Comparisons of the films prepared with and without the
anti-solvent are shown in Figure 2 (a – d). Its use yields visibly more homogeneous films without pinholes, and the
SEM micrographs show that the films are smoother and do
not contain the 5 µm protruding grains generated by the
one-step process as shown in Figure 1.
The overall outcome of the film preparation study in this
work is that the most homogeneous films of Cs 2TeI6 were
prepared by spin coating of TeI4 and CsI from DMSO with
the addition of toluene as an anti-solvent. Photographs of
Cs2TeI6 thin films prepared: without anti-solvent and using
a toluene anti-solvent are shown in Figure S1.

v.
Dynamic spin-coating deposition was necessary
for perovskite film formation, as revealed by X-ray diffraction (XRD) and SEM. Drop casting did not lead to perovskite. No warming of the solution was necessary.
vi.
Annealing temperatures above 250C led to decomposition of the Cs2TeI6. Causing the films to change
from black to white, possibly due to the loss of TeI4 which
is more volatile than CsI. At T > 150°C, the films started to
look patchy, so annealing was carried out at 100°C.
vii.
Annealing time does not play an important role in
the Cs2TeI6 perovskite crystallization process, as only small
differences were found by changing this variable.
From the above survey, the optimum conditions for deposition of thin film Cs2TeI6 (by spin coating from DMSO)
were identified and are described in the experimental section. The phase purity was verified by XRD, as explained
below.

Figure 2. (a, b) SEM images of Cs2TeI6 crystals formed without anti-solvent, and (c, d) using toluene as an anti-solvent.

In addition to the one-step deposition process, two-step
formation of Cs2TeI6 films was also attempted in which
TeI4 and CsI were individually spin coated from solution
and annealed to form films. (This mirrors the two-step process used to form the organic inorganic hybrid perovskite
CH3NH3PbI3 which is capable of yielding devices with PCE
of 15%).27 Here the solvent was DMSO and the TeI4 preceded the CsI deposition. However, the resulting deposits
were extremely inhomogeneous, and this method was discontinued.

XRD, FTIR and Raman spectroscopy. XRD ( - 2) was
used to confirm the formation of Cs2TeI6 and to explore
preferred orientation and grain size effects in the films.
Figure 3 (a) shows a normalized comparison of the spectrum for a film of Cs2TeI6 compared to those for spin
coated films of the CsI and TeI4 precursors alone. The
Cs2TeI6 film is clearly distinct from those for the precursors
indicating formation of a new compound. Moreover, it
contains only peaks present in the reference spectrum for
bulk powder.

Formation of Cs2TeI6 films by spin coating with an
anti-solvent. Since the films prepared above using the
one-step spin coating process were inhomogeneous at the
microscopic level, and contained grains having disparate

The data are consistent with those for Cs2TeI6 as listed in
the International Crystal Structure Database (ICSD) record
38105, confirming the film to have the intended composition. This was further confirmed by Rietveld refinements30
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(Figure S2) of patterns for Cs2TeI6 films both with and
without the anti-solvent treatment.

Figure 3. (a) XRD patterns of CsI, TeI4, and Cs2TeI6 thin films. (b) XRD spectra of Cs2TeI6 powder tabulated in the International
Crystal Structure Database (ICSD) 38105 (top), Cs2TeI6 thin film prepared without (middle) and including toluene anti-solvent
treatment (bottom). (c) XRD Cs2TeI6 thin film treated with different anti-solvents. (d) SEM images of different parts of the
Cs2TeI6 thin film (e) EDX results from the areas in (d).

texture coefficient analysis31 as shown in Table 1. The coefficients for films prepared without anti-solvent show enhanced values for the close packed planes (111) and (222)
and a relatively high standard deviation, while those for
the anti-solvent prepared films show high values for a
greater number of peaks and a correspondingly low standard deviation. It was also seen that the simple one-step
DMSO process gave sharp diffraction peaks which are
broadened by inclusion of the anti-solvent, as shown in
Figure 3 (b) for toluene and (c) for the other anti-solvents.
While this is most likely to be due to a reduction in particle
size, it was not confirmed quantitatively from the XRD
FWHMs since there were too few peaks to make a full Williamson-Hall plot that would distinguish particle size from
strain.

This showed a single crystalline cubic phase for each
(space group Fm3̅m) having a lattice parameter of 11.6775
Å for films with anti-solvent and 11.6754 Å without antisolvent. The ICSD reference pattern is shown in Figure 3
(b) alongside patterns for films formed both using DMSO
alone and with the addition of toluene as an anti-solvent.
Differences in the intensities of these two compared to
those in the random powder ICSD spectrum (including absences) are due to preferred orientations (texture) in the
films. While the straightforward one-step film formed with
DMSO had one major peak (222), i.e. a strong preferred
orientation, use of the toluene anti-solvent encouraged a
higher number of peaks indicating more randomized crystal texture. This was confirmed quantitatively with Harris

Table 1. Texture coefficients, Chkl, and their standard deviations () for typical films of Cs2TeI6 formed with and
without anti-solvent.
C111

C200

C220

C311

C222

C400

C331

C420

C422

C511

C440

C600

C442

C533
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No anti-solvent

5.43

0.42

0.34

0.41

4.04

0.08

0.36

0.38

0.25

1.25

0.03

0.23

0.39

0.41

1.73

Anti-solvent

3.48

2.01

2.01

1.88

1.3

0.67

0.11

0.12

0.67

0.08

0.4

0.07

0.12

1.07

1.03

By carrying out FTIR on the films in the range 1500 – 4000
cm-1 we were able to determine that the Cs2TeI6 films did
not contain any of the absorption features expected for either the solvent (DMSO) or, when used, the antisolvent
(toluene). Hence, we were able to determine that the films
contained no residual solvent that could affect their microstructure. Overall though it may be speculated that the effect of the anti-solvent is to increase the nucleation density
in the film. This would reasonably be expected to randomize the crystal texture and to reduce the particle size.
Table 2. Results of EDX analysis for Cs 2TeI6 films prepared by spin coating from DMSO and shown in Figure 3.
Atomic ratio
Element
Cs

Te

I

2

1

6

Spectrum 1

1.8

1.4

5.8

Spectrum 2

2.0

1.1

5.9

Ideal
EDX

It would also act to eliminate the formation of the large
crystallites in one-step grown films of the type shown in
Figure 1. Finally, we present SEM images of the film and
one of the large crystallites (Figure 3 (d)) and EDX spectra
from both (e). Composition data extracted from the EDX
spectra are shown in Table 2 and confirm the approximate
proportions of Cs, Te, and I expected for Cs2TeI6 were present, further confirming formation of the compound.

FTIR and Raman spectroscopies were used here as alternative techniques to monitor the perovskites and confirm
their symmetry. In some cases the perovskite structure is
distorted, and the symmetry is lowered from cubic to tetragonal or monoclinic. 32 The phonon dispersion relation
calculated with DFT using the finite displacement method
for Cs2TeI6 in Fm3̅m space group is given in Figure S3. It
matches those in the Materials Project33 and Togo’s phonon calculation34 well.
Factor group analysis (first order atomic displacement
vectors respecting space group Fm3̅m) predicts 24 zonecenter optical phonon modes with the following symmetries:
Г = A1g + Eg + T1g + 2T2g + 3T1u + T2u
Modes with T1g and T2u symmetries are silent (not seen in
either Raman or IR spectra), while selection rules arising
from the Cs2TeI6 crystal inversion center create mutually
exclusive Raman and IR modes: Raman-active modes are
IR-forbidden and vice versa. Therefore,
Гopt (k=0) = A1g (R) + Eg (R) + 2T2g (R) + 3T1u (IR).
Visualization of the phonon eigenvectors indicates that
the three IR active vibration modes, all T1u, in order of increasing frequency, correspond to vibrations of octahedra
[TeI6]2- against Cs+ cations,35 I-Te-I bending and Te-I
stretching, respectively. The four Raman vibrations include symmetric A1g and asymmetric Eg stretching () of
Te-I, an asymmetric T2g bending () of I-Te-I, and a T2g
stretching (L) of the Cs atoms.35 Figure 4(a) shows the Raman spectra for Cs2TeI6 including the experimental data
and fit to it and also a DFT-simulated spectrum, revealing
four bands below 150 cm-1.
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Figure 4. (a) Raman spectrum of the Cs2TeI6 film using anti-solvent. Experimental data were fit with a Gaussian-Lorentzian line
shape model. The DFT-simulated Raman spectrum was broadened using simulated phonon linewidths at 300 K between 20150 cm-1. (b) Experimental, fitted and DFT-simulated FTIR of a Cs2TeI6 film. Experimental spectrum (300 K) is fitted to a reflectivity model that builds the dielectric function from three harmonic oscillators fitted to the baseline-subtracted experimental
data. The DFT-calculated IR-active phonon lines are shown relative to the optical absorption spectrum.

Table 3. Irreducible representations, optical activities and vibrational frequencies for the Cs 2TeI6 experimental
and Phonopy-calculated zone-center (q = 0) phonon modes. See text for details.
Type

Modes

Irrep

Optical activity

DFTcm -1)

expr.cm -1)

Acoustic

1, 2, 3

T1u

Silent

0.00

n/a

4, 5, 6

T1g

Silent

12.95

n/a

7, 8, 9

T2g

Raman

35.08

27.10 (12)

10, 11

T1u TO

IR

38.08

62.6 (1.3)

12, 13, 14

T2u

Silent

41.26

n/a

15

T1u LO

IR

45.99

94.6 (1.5) 

16, 17, 18

T2g

Raman

59.12

55.46 (4)

19, 20

T1u TO

IR

61.46

155.19 (16) 

21

T1u LO

IR

61.48

165.2 (5) 

22, 23

Eg

Raman

107.41

97.73 (3)

24

A1g

Raman

121.76

111.212 (13)

25, 26

T1u TO

IR

162.01

171 (2)

27

T1u LO

IR

178.73

175.6(1.8)

Optical

 see text

A good fit was achieved after background subtraction
(via levels unconfused with bands) using a common Gaussian-Lorentzian line shape with identical component linewidth and magnitude, giving strong modes at 111.212 (13)
cm−1, 97.73 (3) cm−1, 55.46 (4) cm−1, and a weak mode at
27.10 (12) cm−1. The DFT Phonopy calculated Raman spectrum shows the four Raman-active peaks indicated by
group theory, with line positions and relative intensities
qualitatively matching those of the experimental spectrum
(Figure 4(a)).
The frequencies for the two-low frequency T2g modes are
very close to the experimental data, but those for the E g
and T2g modes above 100 cm-1 are red-shifted slightly
(about 10 cm-1), as often seen in phonon analysis. The qualitative match of the experimental and DFT-calculated line
positions (and relative intensities) allows a vibrational
mode [ν(A1g), ν(Eg), δ(T2g), or L(T2g)] to be assigned to each
experimental band, as summarized in Table 3. The Raman
spectra are therefore consistent with the formation of
Cs2TeI6 with Fm3̅m symmetry.
Figure 4(b) shows experimental FTIR reflectivity for
Cs2TeI6 at 300 K. Two significant features emerge at 70 and
160 cm-1. A low intensity shoulder near 170 cm-1 on the latter
suggests that it is composed of multiple lines, as this line

shape would not arise from a single simple absorption
mode. As the factor group analysis indicates three IRactive T1u vibrations, a reflectivity model using a Cs2TeI6 dielectric function employing three harmonic oscillators was
fitted to the experimental spectrum. Each vibration would
ordinarily be three-fold degenerate, but their degeneracy
is lifted as the vibration of one LO mode induces polarization that breaks the lattice periodicity (LO-TO splitting).
This reflectivity fit finds transverse and longitudinal oscillation frequencies { 𝑇𝑂 , 𝐿𝑂 } to be {62.6 (1.3), 94.6 (1.5)},
{155.19 (16), 165.2 (5)} and {171 (2), 175.6(1.8)} cm-1, respectively, as given in Table 3. The DFT-calculated IR-active
phonon relative optical absorption spectrum broadened
using simulated 300 K linewidths is presented in Figure
4(b). (Note: the DFT spectrum is an absorption instead of
a reflectivity spectrum). As given in Table 3, the calculated
three sets of transverse and longitudinal oscillation frequencies { 𝑇𝑂 , 𝐿𝑂 } are {38.08, 45.99}, {61.46, 61.48} and
{162.01, 178.73} cm-1, respectively. The second pair of modes
are invisible in Figure 4(b) as their calculated intensities
are 100 times lower even than the minor mode at 38.08 cm1.Low-temperature FTIR reflectivity at 70 K verified the position and lineshape of the highest frequency set of features
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These observations are all consistent with the mass
change being due to loss of TeI4, which is known to be volatile, a fact that we confirmed by DSC-TGA (Figure S4).
This would leave a white or transparent film of the wide
gap CsI which by extrapolating vapor pressure data36, we
expect to have an overpressure of just 0.019 Pa at 400°C
(Table S1). This residual material has a melting point on
the DSC trace at 626°C which is comparable to both the
literature value of 621°C for CsI36 and our own value from
DSC (Figure S5). Finally, we note that the onset of both
mass loss and melting are slightly higher for the films prepared with the toluene than without, which indicates that
the denser material using anti-solvent is the more thermally stable of the two.
5.0

4.0

626 oC

415 oC

-20

3.5

Mass (mg)

0

-40

3.0
2.5

-60

2.0
-80

1.5
1.0

-100

without anti-solvent
with anti-solvent

0.5

-120

0.0
0

100

200

300

Heat Flow (mW)

406 oC

4.5

400

500

600

hv)1/2[cm-1/2eV1/2]

Properties of Cs2TeI6 films formed using anti-solvent spin method. Thermal stability is important for PV
applications and our investigation using combined DSC
and TGA is shown in Figure 5, which includes scans for
both one-step spin coated (from DMSO) and material prepared using toluene as an anti-solvent. The TGA traces
both show significant mass loss in the range 350 - 425°C,
while the DSC traces show melting (endothermic) transitions at 406 - 415°C and 626°C. Also, visual inspection of
Cs2TeI6 films during annealing at 250°C and above showed
a change from black to white.

(dichloromethane, diethyl ether, chlorobenzene and toluene) showed bandgap behavior with the onset of absorption being between 700 - 800 nm. Although reflectance
was included in the calculations there were differences between the spectra which are most likely to be due to pinholes and surface morphology. For example, the spectra
from the smoother films had interference fringes. Since absorption in this material is dominated by an indirect transition,17 the Tauc plot method (an extrapolation of (h)1/2
vs. h) was used to estimate the band gaps (Figure S6). 37
The plots had linear sections, and for the film prepared using toluene indicated an optical gap of about 1.5 eV as
shown in Figure 6.
1x105
1x105

Abs. coeff. (cm-1)

but did not find any more convincing lines at lower energies for the other two sets, where the experimental spectrum is also rather noisy and may include features from the
substrate. The discrepancy between the experimental and
DFT IR-active lower energy phonon frequencies indicates
that further work is necessary in evaluating the lower-energy region.

1x105
8x104

9x103

6x103

Eg = 1.5 eV
3x103
1.0

6x104

1.5

2.0

2.5

3.0

Energy (eV)

4x104
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0
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Figure 6. Absorption coefficients for Cs2TeI4 films prepared
using the antisolvents: dichloromethane (pink), toluene
(purple), diethyl ether (orange) and chlorobenzene (blue).
The inset is Tauc plots the film prepared with toluene and
shows a band gap of 1.5 eV.

The same result was found for films prepared by the onestep method (i.e. without the toluene anti-solvent), and
these values concur with two previous experimental studies reported of Cs2TeI6 which gave indirect band gaps of
1.59 and 1.50 eV.17, 26 The absorption coefficient at 622 nm
(~ 1.99 eV) was estimated to be 6.0 × 104 cm-1, which are of
the same order of magnitude as the absorption coefficient
for CH3NH3PbI3. Hence although Cs2TeI6 is considered to
be indirect gap material, it has sufficiently strong optical
absorption to be viable as a solar absorber.

700

o

Temperature ( C)

Figure 5. DSC and TGA results for Cs2TeI6 material prepared
with the one-step process by spin coating from DMSO and
with the inclusion of toluene as an anti-solvent. Films prepared with the anti-solvent appear to have higher stability,
with the onsets of both mass loss and melting being shifted
to slightly higher temperatures.

Optical absorption measurements on Cs2TeI6 thin films
were undertaken using UV-vis spectroscopy as shown in
Figure 6. The films made with all four anti-solvents trialed
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Figure 7. Surface photovoltage measurement of a film of
Cs2TeI6 formed using the toluene anti-solvent method. The
increase in contact potential difference upon illumination indicates that the surface of the material has p-type character.

In order to estimate the work function of films of Cs2TeI6,
and to investigate the electronic nature of the surface, we
performed Kelvin probe measurements in the dark and under illumination. For a toluene anti-solvent prepared film
of Cs2TeI6 we determined a WF of 4.95 eV in the dark (details are given in the SI and Figure S7). Illumination generated a surface photovoltage (SPV) that was greater than the
dark CPD value (Figure 7), and this is consistent with the
surface of the material having p-type character.38 We note
that ref. 17 speculates that Cs2TeI6 may be intrinsically ntype due to iodine vacancies, but also that may be unlikely
since VI, is predicted to be a deep rather than a shallow
level and is therefore not expected to be ionized at room
temperature. SPV measurements under varied intensity
(Figure S8) showed a relatively small increases in SPV < 100
mV and this indicates that the density of surface states
could be low.
Carrier lifetimes in the films were estimated optically using a fluorescence lifetime imaging microscope system
with 480 nm laser excitation. Most often a three-term exponential was required to fit the decay curves, and this
gave average lifetimes of 1.65  0.45 ns for the one-step
films and 2.60  0.27 ns for the antisolvent spun films. A
typical image and decay curve are shown in Figures S9 and
S10 and the lifetimes in Table S2. While the lifetimes are
low in comparison with many bulk semiconductors, and
the fitting functions complex, this is likely to be because
the samples are in thin film form (~200 nm thick) with free
surfaces and no passivation. Indeed, the lifetimes measured for unpassivated surfaces of thin film CdTe are
equally low, and yet the material is nevertheless successful
as the active layer in high efficiency photovoltaic devices.
CONCLUSION
Spin coating stoichiometric amounts of CsI and TeI4 in
the ratio 2:1 was shown to be able to produce films of
Cs2TeI6 for the first time. Inclusion of toluene as an anti-

solvent during spin-coating from DMSO followed by annealing at 110°C for 10 mins yielded higher quality films
than the simple one-step spin method without the antisolvent. The Cs2TeI6 (Fm3̅m) phase was confirmed by XRD,
with Rietveld analysis giving respective lattice parameters
of 11.6775 Å and 11.6754 Å for films grown with and without
anti-solvent. The films were stable up to 250°C, above
which they began to degrade by loss of TeI4, leaving a CsI
residue. They showed optical gaps of ~1.5 eV and abovegap absorption coefficients of ~6 x 10 4 cm-1. Carrier lifetimes for unpassivated 200 nm thick films averaged 2.6 ns
for anti-solvent-spun films and 1.65 ns for one-step spin
coating. Kelvin probe measurements indicated a work
function of 4.95 eV, and surface photovoltage measurements indicate that the surface region is of p-type character. Experimental Raman and FTIR reflectivity spectra
were analyzed alongside DFT Phonopy-calculated phonon
spectra, which predicted the following optically active
modes:
Гopt (k=0) = A1g (R) + Eg (R) + 2T2g (R) + 3T1u (IR).
Qualitatively matching experimental and Phonopy line
positions and intensities further supported formation of
the compound. This study has demonstrated the first formation of thin films of Cs2TeI6 and surveyed their properties with the outcome that the material may now be investigated further as a potential optoelectronic material and
an alternative for lead- and tin- containing perovskites in
photovoltaics. Furthermore, alternative deposition methods including spray coating, slot-die coating, doctor blading and screen- and inkjet-printing39 could be investigated
for larger scale fabrication of the films and devices.
EXPERIMENTAL AND COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
One step synthesis and spin coating of Cs2TeI6 films
on quartz glass substrates. The film synthesis work was
carried out under a nitrogen atmosphere with controlled
levels of H2O (< 5 ppm). Cs2TeI6 was prepared by reacting
CsI (Sigma-Aldrich, 99.999%) and TeI4 (Alfa Aesar, 99%)
in different solvents such as dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO),
and dimethylformamide (DMF). The films were deposited
on ultra-flat glass substrates coated with a 20 nm layer of
synthetic quartz (20 x 15 mm2). From the survey of experimental conditions for the formation of films, the following
process was shown to be the optimum: CsI:TeI4 (2:1 molar
ratio) were mixed together in DMSO (53 wt%) in the glovebox. The best way to dissolve the reactants was adding
DMSO to CsI powder, stirring for 5 minutes, and adding
TeI4 to form a transparent solution. This was left stirring
for 30 minutes at room temperature before filtering using
a 0.22 μl PTFE filter. The resulting viscous and dark precursor solution was dynamically spin-coated onto glass at
2000 rpm for 15 seconds in one-step. Immediately after, the
sample was placed on a hot plate at 100C for 10 minutes.
Two identical depositions were required to ensure a good
quality film.
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Characterization Methods. Scanning electron microscope (SEM) imagines and energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) taken using a JEOL 7001F with an acceleration voltage of 15kV. Atomic force microscopy (AFM) was
performed using a Veeco Innova Bruker instrument in contact mode. XRD patterns were recorded using a Rigaku
SmartLab X-ray Diffractometer in a parallel beam configuration. Rietveld refinement was carried out with the Fullprof suite.40 Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) was
carried out under argon using a TA instruments SDT Q600
with alumina crucibles with lids and a heating rate of
5°C/min. UV/Vis spectra were taken using a Shimadzu
Solid Spec 3700 UV–Vis spectrophotometer and an integrating sphere, with the absorption coefficients being calculated taking into account both transmission and reflectance measurements. Fluorescence lifetime imaging microscopy (FLIM) was carried out at room temperature using a PicoQuant Micro Time 200 system with 480 nm laser
excitation and a 776 nm cutoff filter. Raman spectra were
measured by the Renishaw InVia Raman microscope with
a 532 nm laser, a 50× objective lens and 1 mW (0.5%) as
incident laser. Infrared specular reflection spectra were acquired at 11-degree angle of incidence between ~40 1000
cm-1 at temperatures of 300 and 70 K using a Bruker Vertex
70v Fourier-transform infrared (FTIR) spectrometer with a
combined reflection-transmission accessory and an Oxford Instruments CFV2 continuous-flow helium cryostat.
Computational details for Raman and IR spectra
simulations. The second and third order force constants
were calculated with the finite displacement method using
Phonopy and Phono3py, based on forces evaluated by VASP
(Vienna ab initio Simulation Package) on 2 x 2 x 2 supercells (288 atom) and cubic conventional cells (36 atom),
respectively. The macroscopic dielectric constant tensor
for the pristine, as well as the Born effective-charge tensors
for both pristine and displaced (along the eigenvector of
Raman active modes) primitive cells (9 atom) were calculated with density functional perturbation theory also using VASP. From the force constants, IR and Raman spectra
are simulated using Phonopy-Spectroscopy, following
Skelton et al.41 In all calculations, non-analytical correction
to the dynamical matrix near the zone centre was applied
with the method of Gonze et al. 42-43 Also, all calculations
used the so-called PBEsol generalized-gradient-approximation (GGA) to exchange correlation functional.44

ASSOCIATED CONTENT
Schematic processing of Cs2TeI6 thin film preparation using
the anti-solvent method. Rietveld refinement. DFT calculated
phonon dispersion. DSC-TGA data for precursors. Tauc plots.
Kelvin probe contact potential difference. Fluorescence lifetime imaging microscopy (FLIM) measurements. This material is available free of charge via the Internet at
http://pubs.acs.org.
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